In this paper, we apply the dual approach developed by A. Chambolle for the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model to regularization functionals with higher order derivatives. We emphasize the linear algebra point of view by consequently using matrix-vector notation. Numerical examples demonstrate the differences between various second order regularization approaches.
Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in constructing for a given function f a function u that minimizes
where the regularization functional I(u) := |J (u)| dx is convex and positive homogeneous of degree one, i.e., I(αu) = αI(u) for every u and α > 0. By we denote an interval [a, b] in the one-dimensional setting and a rectangle [a, b] × [c, d] in the two-dimensional case. There is a large amount of literature on applications of (1) with various, in general nonlinear, regularization functionals in image processing. Here we only refer to the books [1, 27] for an overview.
A frequently applied approach in image denoising and segmentation is the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) model [23] with the gradient J (u) := ∇u. Meanwhile there exist various solution methods for the corresponding minimization problem, see [26] and the references therein. Most of these methods introduce a small additional smoothing parameter to cope with the non differenciability of |∇u|. Legendre-Fenchel dualization techniques as proposed, e.g., in [5] , [3] , avoid such parameter and will be the method of choice in this paper. We remark that another wavelet inspired technique without additional smoothing parameter was presented in [28] .
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in higher-order variational methods. In [4] , the minimizer of the functional (f − u) 2 + λ 1 |∇u − ∇v| + λ 2 |∇ 2 v| dx was studied and in [24] the asymptotical case λ 1 → ∞ was considered. In [6] , a second-order term (directed Laplacian) was added to the TV functional in order to reduce the staircasing effect known from TV regularization. For the same purpose, a regularization functional of the form ϕ(| u|) dx with ϕ corresponding to the Perona-Malik diffusivity [21] was considered in [29] . In [14] , second-order regularization functionals were applied in magnetic resonance imaging and in [12] for denoising and convexification. Higher order regularization functionals were embedded in a scale-space context in [19] .
In this paper, we will apply the dual approach developed by A. Chambolle [3] for the ROF model to regularization functionals with higher-order derivatives. To be more concrete, we are only concerned with a discrete version of (1), where the functions are considered at equispaced points. We arrange the function values in corresponding vectors, where we reshape two-dimensional arrays columnwise. Then, with a discretization J of J and the usual vector norms, we obtain
where J (u) 1 is a lower semicontinuous, proper convex function in u which is again one-homogeneous. We will solve this problem by considering its dual formulation. Problem (2) is equivalent to the computation of u = f − v, where v satisfies the constrained convex optimization problem
where V λ := {v ∈ R N : (v, w) ≤ λ J (w) 1 ∀w ∈ R N }, see Proposition 1 in the Appendix. In the following, we apply this dual approach to various regularization functionals with higher-order derivatives. We prefer to use matrix-vector notation which makes the MATLAB implementation of the corresponding algorithms very comfortable. Our operators J are in general of the form J (w) = g(Aw) with an (M, N ) matrix A of rank smaller than N and with a function g:R M →RM satisfying g(0) = 0. Then it is not hard to prove that
where R(A T ) denotes the range of A T , see Proposition 2 in the Appendix.
This paper is organized as follows. To make the general idea more comprehensible, we start by considering the one-dimensional setting in Sect. 2. Moreover, we explain the close relation of (3) to the support vector regression (SVR) problem with spline kernels. Section 3 deals with the two-dimensional problem. First, we recapitulate A. Chambolle's approach for the ROF model using our matrix-vector notation. Then we apply the idea to various functionals with second-order derivatives. Section 4 contains numerical experiments. Finally, the Appendix verifies the equivalence of (2) and (3) and the restriction of V λ .
One-dimensional Setting
We find it useful to consider the one-dimensional case with derivative operators J (u) = u (m) of various orders m ∈ N first. As discretization of the first derivative of u, we use the forward difference 
Regarding the discrete momentum properties of the finite forward differences, we
For r = 0, this condition is in particular fulfilled if v is white Gaussian noise. The
The inequality is sharp in the sense that there exists no constant
This problem which is just the Fenchel dual of (2) In [25] , we have examined higher order TV regularization in one dimension from a different point of view, namely with respect to its relation to spline interpolation with variable knots and to SVR with discrete spline kernels. Finishing [25] , we became aware of its close relation to Legendre-Fenchel dualization techniques. Since this was indeed the motivation to write this paper, we briefly want to explain the relation to [25] . By adding an appropriate last row toD N,1 ∈ R N−1,N , we introduce the Toeplitz matrix 
where the inequality is sharp. Consequently, (5) can be rewritten as 
For m = 1, the solution of (6) can be computed by the so-called taut-string algorithm. This algorithm has complexity O(N ) and is much faster than QP methods, see [8] , [15] . For tube methods in more than one dimension, we refer to [11] . In [25] , we have shown that for given F ∈ R N , the solution U of (6) is a discrete spline of degree 2m − 1 which interpolates F ± λ at its spline knots. For discrete splines, we refer to [16] . On the other hand, we have verified that U can be interpreted as sparse approximation of F in the sense of [10] or as solution of a SVR problem with discrete spline kernel. To see the last relation in the context of this paper, let us
where k is the fundamental solution of the (2m)-th derivative operator, i.e., the spline
This is the SVR problem with discrete spline kernel considered in [25] .
Two-dimensional Setting
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to quadratic (n, n) arrays and reshape them columnwise into a vector of length N = n 2 . By adding a zero row to the forward difference matrixD n,1 ∈ R n−1,n , we define the matrix
First-order Derivatives
In this subsection, we are concerned with the ROF model J (u) := ∇u. Since we will apply similar ideas for regularization functionals with higher-order derivatives in the next subsection, we briefly reconsider the approach of A. Chambolle [3] using our matrix-vector notation. As discrete versions of ∇u and its adjoint ∇ * U = −div U we use Du and D T U , respectively, where
and where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Both matrices have rank N − 1. This is just the discretization considered in [3] . Now the discrete version of |∇u| = (u 2 x + u 2 y ) 1/2 reads J (u) = |Du|, where v j = 0.
Then we obtain for all V ∈ R 2N with v = D T V that
Applying Schwarz's inequality to the sum of corresponding components in both inner products, we get
By [2] , we have that [18] . Recently, the G-norm was generalized to second order derivatives in [20] in the continuous setting. This is related to the next subsection. Instead of problem (3) we solve
|V | ∞ is the discrete version of Meyer's G-norm
This is a quadratic problem with convex constraints. The Lagrangian of (8) is given by
where e denotes the vector with components one and α ∈ R N with α ≥ 0 componentwise. A necessary and sufficient condition for V to produce a minimum of (8) is that the gradient of L with respect to V is the zero vector, i.e.,
Let W := DD T V − Df. If α j > 0, then, by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the j -th constraint in (8) has to be the equality (
If α j = 0, then (10) holds obviousely true. Hence we can replace α in (9) by (10) and obtain
By [7, Theorem 9.2-4], the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions summarized in (11) are also sufficient for V to provide a minimum of (8). To solve (11), A. Chambolle [3] suggested the semi-implicit gradient descent approach
In summary, we obtain the following algorithm:
Input: f and V (0) := 0.
Repeat for k = 0 until a stopping criterion is reached
where the inverse is taken componentwise.
Output: 
Second-order Derivatives
Starting with the Hessian ∇ 2 u := u xx u xy u yx u yy of u, we consider the following functionals:
(1) the trace of the Hessian, i.e., the Laplacian The Laplacian and the Frobenius norm of the Hessian are the most straightforward functionals with second order derivatives that are rotationally invariant. Although the modified Laplacian lacks rotation invariance, we just include it for comparisons. We will see that our discrete version of the Frobenius norm of the Hessian can be handled as in the previous subsection by a semi-implicit gradient descent method while the Laplacian and the modified Laplacian lead to QP. 
Regarding that the nullspace of D is given by {ce : c ∈ R}, we see that v = D V if and only if v = D (V + ce). Choosing µ := (V min + V max )/2 with the maximal and minimal components V min and V max of V , respectively, we obtain that the Finally, we solve
(2) The Frobenius norm of the Hessian: We discretize the Frobenius norm of the Hessian by J (u) := |D H u|, where
and where for F : 
We have that v ∈ R(D T ,1 ) if and only if (7) is fulfilled. Using our standard arguments, we arrive at the problem
Numerical Experiments
For the one-dimensional setting, numerical experiments are already contained in [25] . Therefore, we restrict our attention to two dimensions. All programs are written in MATLAB.
For the solution of the QP problems arising for the Laplacian and the modified Laplacian we have used the ILOG CPLEX Barrier Optimizer version 7.5. This routine uses a modification of the primal-dual predictor-corrector interior point algorithm described in [17] . The algorithms terminates if the relative complementary gap is smaller than 10 −5 . The main reason for using this solver instead of, e.g., the MATLAB "quadprog" routine was that CPLEX supports sparse matrix operations.
Of course other QP techniques may be applied, e.g., an adaptation of the recently developed semi-smooth Newton method (primal-dual active set method) [13] to our setting with higher order derivatives. However, we will see in our experiments that the Frobenius norm of the Hessian seems to be superior to both the Laplacian and the modified Laplacian. Therefore, we will not focus our attention on the best QP method for the later problems.
In case of the ROF functional, we have applied Alg. 1 with step size τ = 1/4. For the Frobenius norm of the Hessian, we have used Alg. 2 with step size τ = 1/64.
We applied the four algorithms to the part (50 : 150, 100 : 200) of the clown image in Fig. 1 The images transformed by our four algorithms with regularization parameter λ = 10 are shown in Fig. 2 . Our findings can be summarized as follows: -The images corresponding to higher-order regularization functionals look smoother than the image related to the ROF functional. The later shows the typical staircasing effects. -The image belonging to the Laplacian contains visible artefacts in form of white points. These artefacts also appear for other regularization parameters. Therefore we cannot recommend this method at least not with the current discretization. -The images corresponding to the Frobenius norm of the Hessian and to the modified Laplacian are very similar. However, the second method is not rotationally invariant. This behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
By definition of the conjugate function and since I is one-homogeneous, we have for arbitrary λ > 0 that 
Therefore and since I * is proper, either I * (ṽ) = 0 or I * (ṽ) = ∞ holds true. In the second case, the vectorṽ cannot become a minimum of (18) . Consequently, problem (18) can be rewritten as f − λṽ 2 2 → min, subject to I * (ṽ) = 0.
Setting v := λṽ, we see by (19) that this problem is equivalent to (3).
For special I , the set V λ can be further restricted as follows: On the other hand, we have that
so that we conclude by definition of V λ that v ∈ V λ . This contradicts our assumption.
